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Hi all,

I

The last month has seen the YHC attend at Skirfare
for a week of flying. Those that were
SSUE
able to get time away from work and had birds that were ready to hunt enjoyed a good
time. A number of new members joined in the Newsletter
events ofof the
week. There
the Yorkshire
Hawkingwas
Club a good assortment of birds and flying styles and many remarked that it was the best Skirfare that
they had ever been to.
MessagefromtheChairman

All that, despite Storm Brian threatening the worst.
There are more club field meets planned as well as the various informal meets arranged
between members.
In this issue
Happy and safe flying.
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16 November 2017—World Falconry Day
‘Leaning and teaching: passing on our cultural heritage’
World Falconry Day (WFD) takes place on the anniversary of the recognition of falconry by UNESCO as an intangible
cultural heritage of humanity.
This year is the 5th edition of WFD and the International Association for Falconry and Conservation of Birds of Prey (IAF)
would like to value the work of master falconers, those falconers who practice a high standard of falconry and are always
willing to share their knowledge and experience. They guarantee that falconry heritage will pass on to the next generation.
You can find updated information on both the WFD page of
iaf.org and on Facebook.
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South African Falconry Association (SAFA) field meet
By Kyle Perrin

On the 2nd July Steve Eastwood, James Tomkinson and
myself set off on a longer than was necessary flight
(cheaper is not always better)to South African to attend
the SAFA field meet. I had asked Steve and James if they
wanted to come along after I heard about the meet from
the Cape Falconry Club. The venue was Lekoa Lodge
about 2 hours drive from Johannesburg airport. Surrounding the lodge were vast expanses of wide open
space teaming with quarry. The meet was well attended
by numerous falconers from all over South Africa, flying a
wide range of species. Birds successfully flown ranged
from a musket african goshawk to a crown eagle. As usual
the austringers were very active and succesful with african goshawks, black sparrowhawks, harris hawks and jackal
buzzards all taking multiple head
of quarry over the week long
meet. On the other hand there
were a number of falconers flying
long wings in waiting on flights, as
you can imagine there were more
excuses and fewer head of quarry
in this group! All jokes aside,
when it did work out it was absolutely amazing to see the falcons fly and take quarry in
spectacular stoops. We also got to see the sky trials, this
was a first for me and very interesting to see. There were
19 falcons entered into the competition, each falconer
had an opportunity to put his falcon up and allow it to
mount as it would for a waiting on flight. Once the falconer was happy with his bird’s pitch and position he would
signal for the remote control plane dragging a lure to be
launched, the falcon would then stoop to the lure. The
falcons were judged on rate of climb, pitch attained, position over falconer (all messured using the Marshal GPS
telemetry) and the stoop itself. During the sky trials wild
raptors were a slight concern as a marshal eagle, black
sparrowhawk and jackal buzzard all came in to have a
look at what was going on.
Besides the falconry there was a
fair amount of socialising with the
South African falconers as well as
falconers from Turkey, America,
Wales and of course the Yorkshire
lads. James in particular was very
popular at the bar.
Photos by James Tompkinson

Rickets
Rickets is a condition affecting the
growing bones and therefore only
affects young, growing animals. The
most common causes are an inadequate diet and inappropriate environment. It is completely preventable. As
with many things in life prevention is
better than cure when it comes to rickets. Once your chick starts showing
signs of the disease the prognosis for
cure is extremely poor. Signs include
fractures, bending of long bones, skeletal deformities, beak malformations
and poor growth. To have the best
chance of raising a strong and healthy
bird make sure to get the basics right in
the developmental stages. Firstly, a balanced diet is essential, feed good quality whole carcass derived food appropriate to the species being raised. Initially

whole carcasses can be minced to be
fed to very young chicks. Once the
chick is strong enough to be tearing at
the carcass, make sure to crush the
long bones to ensure the chick will still
be getting bone. Secondly, sunlight is
essential for calcium metabolism and
all our birds, but especially chicks, need
to be outside for at least 45 minutes a
day. Please note that glass will filter out
the UVB component of light so birds
and chicks need to be outside where
nothing will be filtering the sunlight.
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